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Profiel LED TOST EKO

Price 8.12 Euro

Availability Available

Shipping time 3 days

Number 723

Manufacturer KLUS

Product description
Important Information

The purchase a piece in the store means the purchase 1 linear meter of the profile or cover

If you want to buy a profile that has a length of 2 meters you have to buy 2 pieces, 3 meters you have to buy 3 pieces, and
the multitude of quantity when ordering.

The total length of the aluminum profile or the panel to the profile - is the total quantity of the piece number that was bought
in the store.

The choice of the appropriate shipping method will take place at the end of the order process.
The details of the shipping method and packaging of the aluminum profiles you will find here (click in the link)

Not anodized aluminum profile
  
The product you have selected contains only - aluminum profile - does not include the accessories located in the Accessories
tab.
Additional accessories like covers, end caps, electricity conductive end cap, mounting bracket, fasteners, mounting
springs, proximity switch, micro switch, mounting system and others are available under "Accessories".

If you are interested in longer lengths than one meter, write to us we will quote the delivery cost to you. Transport companies
expect additional charges for long shipments.
For each country is different maximum length of the profile that we can send. It does not depend on us only by courier.
We also do service cutting aluminum profiles to the indicated size - write or call get comprehensive information.
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Profile TOAST EKO has been made of high-grade aluminum, which has been subjected to double anodizing, so that the profile
is extremely resistant to corrosion and mechanical damage of any kind. The profile is ideal for LED lighting strips placed on
soft or hard. It is suitable for strips of the LED light sources to a width not exceeding 12mm.

A complete profile is mainly used in interior lighting, mainly cabinets, staircases, and as accent lighting in niches placed
ceilings. Small size compared to other models profiles allow you to mount the strip all of the furniture. The profile can also be
used in construction and landscape architecture. Profile can easily be mounted in the plane of the substrate sidewalks, traffic
routes, bicycle paths, driveways, parking lots and other such places. Profile design using it in areas intended for vehicles
provides for standard load and maintenance activities.

The great advantage of the profile types are simple to install. They are held by means of special fasteners or adhesive tape
(depending on your preference).

Fixing profile TOAST EKO taking place using double-sided tape or glue assembly is a guarantee easy and quick installation on
the surface not entirely flat. Installation profile plates cardboard - gypsum is assisted by special spring surface TR. When
placing a profile on the ceiling type Armstrong with springs TR. you should also use a special lock washers.

It is recommended that the LED is on the tape override a special transparency - opaque cover (T) made of polypropylene. In
addition to the profile are dedicated polypropylene caps. They are supposed to protect the profile against the ingress of dust
and other undesirable elements, which could lead to contamination LED strip, which would result in deterioration of the light
parameters.

Stainless steel and lightweight aluminum makes the profile very well reflects the heat, so you do not overheat. Another
advantage is the possibility to select the desired holder: transparent or milky.

You can expand the profile and join him select accessories (plugs or adapters) that easily can be found on our website under
"Accessories".

We invite you to familiarize yourself with our offer.

Material: Aluminum

Cover: Matt T (choice in accessories)

Length: 1m

Fixing: Mechanical or tape

Certificate: CE
  
Advantages:

- Simple installation types: mechanical with fasteners or adhesive tape (accessories)

- Small size compared to other models allow the strips mounted on all furniture

- Stainless steel and lightweight aluminum

- Well it releases the heat

- The possibility of choosing Frame: transparent or milky

- The original formula

- Product Polish and with CE approval

- Expandable and attach accessories (caps, power supplies)

Purpose:
- to illuminate the LED, the strips of soft or hard
- for use in construction, landscape architecture
- to be installed in the plane of the substrate sidewalks, traffic routes, bicycle paths, driveways, parking lots
- to be installed in the plane of cobblestones: driveways, parking lots
- construction of the profile when used in areas intended for vehicle loads and provides standard maintenance and operations
- utilities
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